
Methods

 Multiple individual trackers (KCF tracker [1] )

 Data association

Multiple individual KCF trackers are divided into two groups: 

reliable (maximum response are greater than a threshold 

value 𝜇) , and unreliable. We first associate reliable trackers 

with detections using Hungarian algorithm. Then we conduct 

the same association operation on the rest detections and 

unreliable trackers.

 Occlusion handling and reassigment

Trackers which are not associated with detections are 

occluded. Intuitively, if the occluded is not reappear, it 

indicates that the object is still in occlusion. Hence, we first 

attach the occluded object to its occlude and then to re-

predict position. Next, reassignment between lost trackers 

and re-detected objects is based on the measurement of 

tracker’s predicted position and its attached occluder’s

position, size and appearance.

 Model update
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Introduction

Multi-object tracking aims to estimate the states of multiple 

objects in video sequences while conserving their 

identifications under appearance and motion variations with 

time.

Recently, many tracking-by-detection methods have been 

proposed because of great improvement on object detection 

technology. The tracking-by-detection methods generally build 

long trajectories of objects by associating detections provided 

by detectors.

Problems:

 Missed detections and false alarms and inaccurate 

responses happen frequently in the detection procedure 

which provides misleading information to tracking 

algorithms. 

 Frequent occlusions and similar appearance among 

multiple objects are also difficult to resolve.
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Outline of Our Approach

Objective function:
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Overall, we achieve 

competitive results to the 

state-of-the-art online and 

batch approaches with 

robustly high Rec, MT and 

low ML, Frag, IDS. All results 

indicate that our method by 

combining the trackers with 

detections synthetically and 

including  reassignment 

strategy overcomes the 

influence of frequent 

occlusions and false 

detections.


